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The class assembly of IX B was held on 26.08.2021, via Google Meet, it was live-streamed in  YouTube. 

The assembly started with a look back in time, when the renowned physicist and  peace activist found the 

responsibility of warning the world about the destructive nuclear bomb  being thrust upon him. When he 

refuses to comply, the mysterious Watcher takes it out upon  himself to make Einstein aware of his job by 

bringing him to D. A. V. Public School in the  present. The Event commenced with a sense of spirituality 

induced through the Gayatri Mantra  by Lakshya Ashok, invoking the Preserver to shower all with 

blessings.   

The Welcome Speech, which guides the audience into the event, was transposed from the  customary 

oration, to the format of a verse by Nivedha.S. An introductory speech elaborating the  basics of sound 

value system was given by Mariam Shakir. It was also mentioned how our  School implemented the system 

through its curricular and extracurricular activities.  

Students performed a dance displaying values through their synchronous ripples in  tune with the music. 

Their coordination, teamwork, and spirit of togetherness aided in this  outcome. Students of high musical 

quotient sang a mellifluous song on the venerated value of  humanity in the euphonious language of Hindi, 

expressing its potential to assist mankind in its  path to greatness.  

The results of a poll conducted by IX B, based on the questions of what students of 9th graders  think about 

their School, whether education system helps them in their lives and their opinion of  sound value system 

was displayed. The mostly- positive results provided an optimistic move to  go ahead with the event. The 

poll was an interesting twist in the tale.  

Eight students involved in a conversation in the future, where they met 30 years after, the  optimistic end of 

the pandemic, opened our minds to the various means by which the School  assists students in their learning 

of sound value system. It also emphasized on why students  should understand the efforts made by the 

School to make their life successful.  

This play was the final showdown to accentuate the methods used by the School to greatly  enhance 

students' outlook of the world and their surroundings to a positive way. The play  provided attention to the 

minute ways by which the hard-working and buoyant teachers enrich  the value system in their students.  

Giving attention to the esteemed value of gratitude towards all who witnessed the event,  Vishaka. L 

conveyed the thank you on behalf of the class through a rhyme. The sense of spirituality was sustained by  

concluding the assembly with the calm tone of the Shanti Paat. 



 


